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The Virus:  reacting to headlines . . . or making money. 
  

“Virus Roars Back!”  “Markets Gripped by COVID Fears!”  “More Lockdowns May Be 
Imperative!”  “Another Blow to the Economic Recovery!” and finally, “70,000 New US Cases!  Dow 

Plunges 943 Points!” 
  

There are always only two possible ways to react to headlines which aim to leave terror in their 
wake:  calmly, or fearfully.  Now, we might name any number of philosophical reasons to react calmly . . . 
but for us investors the best reason is because around 99% of the time, we make more money that way.  
  
When the same kind of terrifying headlines hit the market last March, the “calm” question was:  “Do the 
facts about the Virus support either the Lockdowns, or the market plunge?”  About 4 weeks and 30% went 
by before the market began to react to facts:  medical or economic.  The Virus being something kind of 
new, and the Lockdowns being something galactically “new” in economic history, it took that long before 
enough facts had shown up to begin weakening the climate of terror which supported a tidal wave of one-
way bets (“Down!”) among the speculating crowd.  
  
But today we are very far indeed from March, with respect to medical and economic facts.  Every time the 
market plunges, no matter when or why, the Big Question is the same:  “Will the facts eventually back 
this up, or won’t they?”  So as we wonder, this afternoon, whether all those headlines up there are life 
savers if we’ll just respect them; or cries of “Wolf!” which must be ignored, the answer comes down to 
whether all the facts we’ve piled up since March are telling us something we can count on.  Here’s what 
they’re telling us, thanks as usual to economist Brian Wesbury—who specializes in reacting calmly. 
  
First the economy.  It’s been growing strongly for months, and it still is, right up to this moment.  These 
two pictures are just examples of the fair deluge of facts which support that judgment. 
  



 
  

 
  



As Outlook has noted before, the really surprising thing about these facts is the strength and speed of 
recovery almost from end to end of the US economy, given its amazing lockdown-triggered burdens.  Now 
let’s look, courtesy of Mr. Wesbury, at some facts about the Virus itself.  We will see that those facts don’t 
support “Lockdowns, Phase Two,” and unless they all make 180 degree reversals soon, they are extremely 
unlikely to sustain “Lockdowns, Phase Two” for any length of time.  That needs translation into plain 
English.  Only one thing will support Lockdowns, Phase Two, even in today’s much more careful, watered-
down versions:  deaths.  It’s pretty hard to see that coming, in the several charts below. 
  

 
Cases skyrocketing, deaths hardly budging so far, is the story of those blue and orange lines above, and 
all the lines below. 
  

 



 
After a 2-month period of flat numbers of tests from mid-July to mid-September, the red circle below 
points to what has happened:  surging tests given, surging infections discovered.  “Discovered” means the 
virus has been spreading through the population exactly as many medical experts expected it to do . . . 
but we wouldn’t have known about them unless we ramped up testing, because of the bottom chart: 

  

 
  
The map says COVID hospital occupancy is between 0% and 10% for 46 of 50 states—and the other 4 
states are less than 15%.  Those colors might change . . . but it’s not very easy (to put it mildly) to think 
the nation’s hospitals are being overwhelmed right now.  



 
  

So much for facts and statistics, and color-coded maps.  What about common sense?  
  
The US medical system, as a whole, has done just what we’d expect and just what it’s always 
done:  learned a great deal, pretty fast, about how to treat serious Virus cases.  Unless this disease evolves 
into something more like the plague of the Middle Ages, we might say (with a minimum of Pollyanna-ism) 
that “it’s pretty unlikely that deaths will copy last March, or come anywhere close.” 
  
Rumors and terrifying impressions fly along at the speed of light, just about.  Facts show up in their own 
good time, generally at a slow trudge.  But they are what matters.  Sustaining either the current 
“Lockdowns, Phase 2 Watered-Down Version” or the current “Market Gripped by COVID Fears!” is going 
to require facts which are sharply different than everything we’ve gathered up from March through this 
afternoon.  For us investors the money-making bet is on the facts as they stand today. 
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The remarks above aren’t a general recommendation to buy or sell particular securities.  Such decisions should 
only be made in the context of an investor’s own circumstances.  Stocks and bonds carry the risk of loss.  
 


